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Abstract 

 

Influences of Protocol Changes in ERCOT on Ancillary Services and 

Wind Integration 

 

Yingzhang Dong MSE 

The University of Texas at Austin, 2017 

 

Supervisor:  Ross Baldick 

 
Wind energy has been playing an increasingly significant role in today’s world, 

and requirements for more wind integration challenges the existing electricity structure 

and market. ERCOT, for example, has installed significantly more wind generation in the 

last few years. Facts have shown that adjustments of related protocols in ERCOT market 

are able to contribute to better integration of ancillary services and integration of wind 

energy. Particularly, regulation is of most interest in the short term regarding wind 

generation. This report studies the impact of the changes of rules in the aspect of ancillary 

services and wind integration. 

The work will document and evaluate several protocol adjustments, in order to 

better understand the influence of these protocol changes. Statistical, analytical methods 

are used and physical models developed to achieve the goal of this thesis. These results 

can be a resource for other markets to facilitate wind integration by forming similar 

protocol changes.  

As for the structure of this paper, firstly, there is a brief review of background 

knowledge of ERCOT market; then several protocol changes are introduced and 

evaluated -- among all the changes, the most significant one is the zonal-nodal change, 

which is paid most attention to in the following steps; after that, the wind integration 

capacity as well as the output before and after the policy change is examined with 

discussion involving ancillary services.  
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Chapter 1:  Introduction and Literature Review 

1.1 RDD ANALYSIS 

Regression Discontinuity Design (RDD) analysis is introduced and used in this 

paper to help study the impact of each certain ERCOT rule change on the wind 

integration.  

RDD analysis is a non-experimental method which has been drawing increasing 

attention in recent years. It applies to situations in which candidates are selected for a 

certain category based on whether their value for a numeric rating (often called the rating 

variable) falls above or below a certain threshold or cut-point [1].  

Donald Thistlethwaite and Donald Campbell introduced the concept of the RDD 

analysis for the first time in 1960 in order to evaluate the scholarship program. It was 

described as an alternative where randomization is too complex to implement. After 

about ten years, Goldberger along with other fellows revived this approach in the 

economic field in his discussion paper in 1972 [2]. After that, this analysis is formalized 

by a few economists including Hahn, Todd and van der Klaauw [3].  Estimation 

methods were enhanced by Imbens and Kalyanaraman [4], and RDD analysis were 

applied in different specific questions.  

In the last two decades, RDD analysis has been widely applied in numerous 

fields, for example, limits on unemployment insurance [5], impact of class size reduction 

[6], and antidiscrimination laws [7]. 

In this paper, the implementation date of one rule change is the “Rating Variable”. 

For example, the wind integration after the implemented date falls into ‘After’ category, 

and the wind integration before that date falls into ‘Before’ category. By comparing the 

situation of wind integrated before and after the rule change, we can obtain the impact of 

the that certain rule change. 

An illustration of RDD analysis is shown in Figure 1.  
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Figure 1: RDD Dummy Variable [19] 

The outcome variable can be wind generation or any type of ancillary services 

(AS). At the time corresponding to the vertical red line, a rule begins to take effect. From 

the Figure 1 we can observe that with the introduction of ‘rule change’, the generation 

level (or ancillary service) rises to another step. In regression analysis, this ‘rule change’ 

is viewed as a ‘dummy’ variable, which only has value of 1 or 0. The rules studied in this 

paper are NPRRs, which are short for Nodal Protocol Revision Requests. They are 

protocol changes made to the ERCOT market.  

Typically, there are two types of RDD designs: sharp RDD and fuzzy RDD. 

Sharp RDD states there is a discontinuity from 0 to 1 at the cut-off point, whereas fuzzy 

RDD does not require a sharp discontinuity but is applicable as long as the probability of 

assignment is different [8]. In this paper, the sharp RDD is deployed.  

The basic model(regression) is:  

𝑦 =  𝛽 +  𝑎1 ∗ 𝐷1 + 𝑎2 ∗ 𝐷2 + ⋯  

𝑦 is the amount of wind energy (or ancillary services); β is the initial variable or 

intercept; Ds are dummy variables which represent the different rule changes; 𝑎s are 

coefficients of different dummy variables, which indicate the influence of one certain rule 

change.   

Regression analysis is implemented on the data with help of computer software to 

estimate all the unknowns in the above equation. The model is built up to show the 

impact of protocol changes on wind integration.  
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1.2 GROWTH OF WIND IN ERCOT 

There is significant amount of wind generation sources being added into ERCOT 

sources over the last 15 years. The starting point is the requirement that 2000 MW of 

renewable energy should be added in Texas state by January 1st, 2009 by Renewable 

Portfolio Standard (RPS) [9]. As of December 2015, wind generation capacity (not 

including any other renewable sources) is over 16000MW (As latest data shows, installed 

wind capacity has increased to 18923MW in January, 2017 [21]).  

Figure 2 shows the status of the installed wind capacity in recent years. Wind capacity 

increases every year, and at the end of December 2015, the installed capacity of wind 

generation is approximately tripled the capacity in 2007 [10]. 

 

Figure 2 Installed Wind Capacity (MW) 

In terms of the current status of the wind generation, the newest data acquired is from 

year 2015. Figure 3 shows the total wind output at 1-hour time resolution in ERCOT. 

After data analysis, there are 375 points that are over 10000 MW, most of which are seen 

in the months of September, October, November and December.  
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Figure 3 2015 Wind Output 

Wind Generation has been taking up more and more of the total ERCOT load. To 

view the significance of the role of wind generation, the percentage of wind output in 

load is shown in Figure 4: 
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Figure 4 2015 Wind Output, % of Load 

Results from data analysis shows that there are 458 points over 30% of the total 

load, which is definitely a non-trivial contribution. Mostly, the biggest percentage 

happens at November and December because it is windier in fall and early winter season 

while load is relatively low. The biggest percentage reaches up to 44.3% at Dec 20th 

3:00AM.  

Another interesting point is the percentage that the actual output of the wind 

generation of the total installed wind capacity, and Figure 5 shows the details: 
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Figure 5 2015 Wind Output, % of Installed 

There are 12 points (only 0.1% of all observations) over 80% of the installed 

capacity and most of them are seen in the months of February and December. The highest 

value happens at Dec 20th 11:00AM, which is about 85.4% of the installed capacity.  

Also January and March witness the lowest percentage where some of them are below 

1%.  

Overall the wind generation has been significantly increasing in ERCOT from 

many perspectives. And it definitely brings up a number of challenges to the ERCOT 

market. Some of the challenges include the transmission congestion and capacity, 

adequacy of ancillary services, etc.  

1.3 GE REPORT 

In power systems, the operator chooses the dispatch of dispatchable generation 

ahead of time by forecasting the load or renewable generation which are stochastic 

events. In ERCOT, the Security-Constrained Economic Dispatch (SCED) is used to 

dispatch generation resources by a five-minute forecasting.  

Since wind generation depends on weather, which is highly unpredictable, the 

operator has to have dispatchable generation reserve to balance the generation and load 
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when there is difference between the Base Points (SCED output) and the system load. 

This reserve is defined as Ancillary Service.  

 
ERCOT uses three types of Ancillary Services (AS) associated with capacity and energy 

[11]. 

  
Regulation Service (also known as +REG and –REG) is used to compensate for ERCOT 

system frequency deviations due to forecast uncertainty in expected generation and load. 

It operates on the order of seconds. 

Responsive Reserve is used to restore ERCOT system frequency in the event that a 

major event occurs on the grid and significantly affects system frequency. The minimum 

requirement for this service is 2800 MW. 

Non‐Spinning Reserve Service consists of generators that must ramp to the desired 

amount in thirty minutes, and maintain for at least one hour. This service is used when 

reserve is depleted or when there is a limited amount of capacity available in SCED. 

 
Integration of more and more wind energy requires and will require increasing 

amount of ancillary service because it brings more variability to the power system. To 

better determine the ancillary service requirement, GE released a report focusing on the 

impact of wind integration on ERCOT ancillary services requirements [12].  

Take Regulation Service for our concentration in this literature review, GE report 

provides a specific conclusion that certain amount of Regulation Service is additionally 

required for additional wind generation.  

 

Figure 6 Linear Trends for Regulation Requirements [13] 
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Figure 6 shows the GE report’s conclusion that adding wind capacity results in a 

very linear relationship. The report also provides a concise table of the detailed data in 

the Appendix F. 

 

 

Figure 7 GE report Appendix F [12] 

The study was performed in 2008, however when compared GE’s 

recommendation to the actual data after 2008, there are some interesting points.  

Referred to the study by Jennifer Howard [13], which uses 2012 ERCOT data, 

there are differences existing between GE and ERCOT result.  
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Figure 8 Comparison of GE and ERCOT result [13] 
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Figure 9 Detailed Comparison [13] 

It is obvious to notice that the slopes of the ERCOT data in 2012 are almost all 

lower than that of GE report. This means ERCOT actual Regulation Service requirement 

is less than the GE prediction, and we are going to spend more money if we just trust the 

GE data.  
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The reasons of this difference might be due to several facts:  

Firstly, lacking data might be an issue. GE study was done in 2008, and the data GE used 

for its analysis were limited, therefore most of the data came from numerical models 

generated by AWS Truewind. The data in this paper are from ERCOT database, instead 

of any models, hence the result will be more accurate.  

Secondly, in 2010 the ERCOT market transformed from zonal to nodal market, 

which is a huge transition and involves a large number of changes in many fields. The 

new market form witnesses a situation that is different from that when GE study is done.  

Thirdly, the sudden popularity of natural gas (shale gas) offers a new form of resources 

for dispatching, which might affect the role of conventional ancillary services.  

The list can go on, and in later chapters of this paper, several protocols which can 

help decrease AS while increase will be evaluated. The introduction of these protocols 

might be the reasons of the differences between actual AS and GE prediction. 
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Chapter 2:  Formulation and Equation 

The basic model(regression) is:  
𝑦 =  𝛽 +  𝑎1 ∗ 𝐷1 + 𝑎2 ∗ 𝐷2 + ⋯  

𝑦 is the amount of the wind energy or ancillary services in this paper; β is the 

intercept; Ds are dummy variables which represent the different rule changes (NPRR); as 

are coefficients of different dummy variables, which indicates the influence of one 

certain rule change. This report considers four types of Ancillary Services (AS) and two 

types of wind data: Non-spinning reserve service, Responsive reserve service, 

Regulation-up reserve service, and Regulation-down reserve service; Installed Wind 

Capacity and Wind Output. This means there are six separated sub-models with different 

variables. 

A number of dummy variables are introduced, and each dummy variable represent 

the presence status of a particular policy. For example: 𝐷1= 0 if Policy No.1 is not 

applied; 𝐷1= 1 if Policy No.1 is applied. Hence in general, 𝐷𝑖= 0 if Policy No.i is not 

applied; 𝐷𝑖= 1 if Policy No.i is applied. 

Note that 𝐷𝑖s are independent variables. It indeed happens that several policies 

are correlated and have an altogether effect (thus would not be suitable to view as 

independent variables). However, in this model we combine those related polices into 

one, and the correlating effect is included in the corresponding coefficient a.  

Regression analysis is implemented on the data with help of MATLAB to get all 

the unknowns in the equation above. Physical model is built up to show the impact of 

protocol changes on wind integration as well as wind-related NPRRs.  

Chapter 3:  Results and Data Analysis 

One of the biggest difficulty of this paper is to deal with huge amount of data. Most of 

the data in this project are from ERCOT. The main parts of solving this problem is as 

follows: 

• Constructing reserve services vs. dates graphs as well as wind vs. dates. 

• Building regression models in six different cases. 

• Optimizing the models. (Appendix A) 

• Performing result analysis. 

3.1 GRAPHS 

Hourly data are chosen here to indicate more information about the relationship 

between each AS reserve (monthly average data were developed in the early stage, 

however that data hide much information), between installed wind capacity and dates as 

well as between actual wind output and dates. Due to the large amount of the data, I 

developed several MATLAB programs to exact the data from excel files. 
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After getting all the necessary AS and wind data, six scatter point graphs are 

drawn by Excel software. 

 

Figure 10 NONSPIN vs Date 

 

Figure 11 RRS vs Date 
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Figure 12 REGUP vs Date 

 

Figure 13 REGDN vs Date 
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Figure 14 WIND_INSTALL vs Date 

 

 

Figure 15 WIND_OUTPUT vs Date 

By observation, it is obvious that there is a big change around December 2010 

(that is the zonal-to-nodal transition) for almost all AS service types. Also, the data 

before Dec 2010 is more confusing because there are more zero points during that period. 

The installed wind capacity does not have dramatic change during Dec 2010, but it has 
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two obvious step-ups between 2008 and 2009 as well as between 2012 and 2013. These 

figures turn out to be interesting, and details will be discussed later. 

3.2 MODELS 

3.2.1 NPRR Effective Dates 

The effective dates of all the NPRRs need to be found. According to the NPRR 

list provided by ERCOT, a table including all related NPRRs is in below: 

N  Name Title Selecte

d 

Approval 

date 

Implementatio

n Effective date 

Description 

1 NPRR0

45 (*) 

Wind Power 

Forecasting 

✓ 10/16/2007 11/1/2007 It clarifies the 

production of 

ERCOT wind 

forecasts with a 

80% of 

probability of 

confidence. 

2 NPRR0

50 (*) 

Clarifications 

for HSL Values 

for WGRs and 

WGR Values to 

be Used in the 

RUC Capacity 

Short 

Calculation 

✓ 07/17/2007 08/01/2007 It corrects an 

inconsistency in 

the protocols 

and clarify the 

values for wind 

generation 

resources to be 

used in the 

reliability unit 

commitment. 

3 NPRR1

59 (*) 

Resource 

Category 

Startup Offer 

Generic Cap for 

Wind Resources 

 01/20/2009 02/01/2009 It stablishes that 

the O&M cost 

for wind is 

zero. 

4 NPRR1

77 (*) 

Synchronization 

of Nodal 

Protocols with 

PRR808, Clean-

up and 

Alignment of 

RECs Trading 

Program 

Language with 

PUCT Rules 

 08/18/2009 09/01/2009 It has to be with 

renewable 

energy credits 

under the 

ERCOT nodal 

market 

operation. 

Table1. Selected ERCOT nodal protocols related 

with ancillary services (*): Effective 

upon Texas Nodal Market 

Implementation. 
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5 NPRR2

10 (*) 

Wind 

Forecasting 

Change to P50, 

Synchronization 

with PRR841 

✓ 06/15/2010 07/01/2007 IT changes the 

wind 

forecasting 

methodology to 

use 50% of 

probability of 

exceedance 

instead of 80% 

for Reliability 

Unit 

Commitment 

considerations. 

6 NPRR2

14 (*) 

Wind-powered 

Generation 

Resource 

(WGR) High 

Sustained Limit 

(HSL) Update 

Process 

✓ 05/18/2010 01/01/2010 It clarifies the 

timing for 

providing the 

maximum 

sustained 

production limit 

by wind 

generation 

resources. 

7 NPRR2

39 (*) 

Ramp Rate 

Limitation of 

10% per minute 

of On-Line 

Installed 

Capability for 

Wind-powered 

Generation 

Resources 

✓ 07/20/2010 08/01/2010 It limits the unit 

ramp rate of 

wind generation 

resources to 

10% of their 

nameplate 

rating. 

8 NPRR2

58 (*) 

Synchronization 

with PRR824 

and PRR833 

and Additional 

Clarifications 

✓ 11/16/2010 12/01/2010 It aligns nodal 

protocols with 

primary 

frequency 

requirements 

for wind 

generation 

resources. 

9 NPRR2

70 (*) 

Defining the 

Variable Used 

in the Wind 

Generation 

Formula 

 11/16/2010 12/01/2010 It is related with 

consideration of 

wind generation 

at distributed 

level for 

Table1. Continuted. 
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transmission 

and distribution 

service 

providers. 

1

0 

NPRR2

81 (*) 

Replace 7-Day 

Forecast 

Requirement for 

QSEs 

Representing 

WGRs 

✓ 11/16/2010 12/01/2010 It eliminates the 

requirement 

that qualified 

scheduling 

entities must 

provide a 7 day 

forecast. It is 

considered that 

it produces 

unreliable 

results. 

1

1 

NPRR2

85 (*) 

Generation 

Resource Base 

Point Deviation 

Charge 

Corrections 

✓ 11/16/2010 12/01/2010 It provides a 

clear 

curtailment 

signal for 

intermittent 

renewable 

resources. 

1

2 

NPRR3

52 

Real-Time HSL 

Telemetry for 

WGRs 

✓ 05/17/2011 6/1/2011 It is related with 

improvements 

in the 

prediction of 

the maximum 

sustained 

energy 

production 

capability of a 

wind generator 

after 

curtailment. 

1

3 

NPRR3

61 

Real-Time 

Wind Power 

Production Data 

Transparency 

✓ 8/16/2011 9/1/2011 It requires the 

submitting of 5 

min resolution 

wind data for 

real time 

purposes. 

1

4 

NPRR3

89 

Modification of 

Voltage Support 

Requirements to 

✓ 10/18/2011 11/1/2011 It clarifies the 

reactive power 

capability for 

Table1. Continuted. 
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Address 

Existing Non-

Exempt WGRs 

wind power 

generation 

resources. 

1

5 

NPRR4

23 

Add Voltage 

Support 

Requirement for 

IRRs and Allow 

SCADA 

Control of 

Static VAr 

Devices if 

Approved by 

ERCOT 

✓ 2/21/2012 3/1/2012 It clarifies 

voltage and 

reactive 

requirements 

for intermittent 

renewable 

resources. 

1

6 

NPRR4

24 

Reactive 

Capability 

Testing 

Requirements 

for IRRs 

✓ 4/17/2012 5/1/2012 It defines the 

reactive testing 

requirement for 

intermittent 

renewable 

resources. 

1

7 

NPRR4

25 

Creation of a 

WGR Group for 

GREDP and 

Base Point 

Deviation 

Evaluation and 

Mixing Turbine 

Types Within a 

WGR (formerly 

"Creation of a 

WGR Group for 

GREDP and 

Base Point 

Deviation 

Evaluation") 

✓ 11/13/2012 12/1/2012 It proposes the 

aggregation of 

wind farms in 

groups for 

dispatch 

purposes, to 

avoid control 

limitations. 

1

8 

NPRR4

37 

Allow 

Aggregation of 

Multiple 

Generators Into 

A Single 

Resource For 

Market and 

Engineering 

Modeling 

 02/21/2012 03/01/2012 It allows the 

aggregation of 

similar 

qualified non-

wind powered 

generators for 

market and 

engineering 

Table1. Continuted. 
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modeling 

purposes. 

1

9 

NPRR4

60 

WGR Ramp 

Rate Limitation 

✓ 11/13/2012 12/1/2012 It increases the 

wind powered 

generation 

resource ramp 

rate limitation 

from 10% per 

minute of 

nameplate 

rating to five 

minute average 

of 20% per 

minute of 

nameplate 

rating with no 

individual 

minute 

exceeding 25%. 

2

0 

NPRR5

31 

Clarification of 

IRR Forecasting 

Process Posting 

Requirement 

✓ 7/16/2013 8/1/2013 It clarifies that 

ERCOT has to 

publish their 

procedures for 

forecasting, in 

special for 

intermittent 

renewable 

resources. 

2

1 

NPRR5

77 

As-Built 

Clarification for 

Portion of 

WGR Group 

GREDP 

Evaluation 

✓ 2/11/2014 3/1/2014 It is a 

clarification of 

NPRR425. 

2

2 

NPRR6

11 

Modifications 

to CDR Wind 

Capacity Value 

 10/14/2014 11/01/2014 It proposes 

modifications to 

the Capacity, 

Demand, and 

Reserves 

methodology 

for calculating 

capacity value 

of wind during 

Table1. Continuted. 
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peak load 

periods. 

2

3 

NPRR6

78 

Posting of Wind 

Peak Average 

Capacity 

Percentage Data 

 04/14/2015 05/01/2015 It is about the 

requirement of 

information to 

calculate wind 

peak average 

capacity 

percentages in 

ERCOT 

webpage. 

Table1. Continuted. 

In the third column, “selected” indicates if the corresponding NPRR is selected 

for this paper. By looking at the detail description of each NPRR, I selected the 9 most 

wind-related NPRRs for this paper, and they are listed below: 

Description Date Dummy 

Variable 

Zonal-Nodal 12/1/2010 D1 

NPRR352 6/1/2011 D2 

NPRR361 9/1/2011 D3 

NPRR389 11/1/2011 D4 

NPRR423 3/1/2012 D5 

NPRR424 5/1/2012 D6 

NPRR425&NPRR460 (Implemented in the 

same day) 

12/1/2012 D7 

NPRR531 8/1/2013 D8 

NPRR577 3/1/2014 D9 

Table 2 Selected NPRR Dates1 

(NOTE: All the NPRRs approved before 12/1/2010 were implemented on 12/1/2010, and 

they are all included in the Z-N transition. In some occasion, more than one NPRRs are 

implemented on the same date, so they are viewed as one comprehensive NPRR, such as 

NPRR425 and NPRR460). 

Each NPRR is represented by a dummy variable for regression, and from ‘Z-N’ to 

‘NPRR577’, they are represented by dummy variables D1 to D9. 

                                                 
1 The way of finding the effective dates of specific NPRRs is to get the revision summary on ERCOT’s 

websites. (http://www.ercot.com/mktrules/nprotocols/library). 
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3.2.2 Regression Models 

By MATLAB, the regression model is listed as following: 
(1) REGUP 

𝑦𝑟𝑒𝑔𝑢𝑝 = 15796 + (−3018.6) × 𝐷1 + (1326.2) × 𝐷2 + (−643.99) × 𝐷3

+ (−1262.6) × 𝐷4 + (396.54) × 𝐷5 + (323.53) × 𝐷6

+ (−1554.1) × 𝐷7 + (−328.86) × 𝐷8 + (−397.47) × 𝐷9

+ (239.39) × 𝑆𝑖𝑛(𝑃) + (−306.41) × 𝐶𝑜𝑠(𝑃) 

Where P is the number of days in one year divided by the total number of days in that 

year and then times 2π. For example, in 01/01/2007, P = 1/365 *2π; in 12/31/2007, P = 

365/365*2π. 𝑆𝑖𝑛(𝑃) and 𝐶𝑜𝑠(𝑃) are responsible for the periodical change in the 

model, and one year is a full period.  
(2) REGDN 

𝑦𝑟𝑒𝑔𝑑𝑛 = 15775 + (−3989) × 𝐷1 + ( −135.3) × 𝐷2 + (76.078) × 𝐷3

+ (−599.7) × 𝐷4 + (161.71) × 𝐷5 + (−643.2) × 𝐷6 + (−494.91) × 𝐷7

+ (−347.3) × 𝐷8 + (169.21) × 𝐷9 + (−275.42) × 𝑆𝑖𝑛(𝑃)
+ (−624.96) × 𝐶𝑜𝑠(𝑃) 

(3) NSPIN 

𝑦𝑛𝑠𝑝𝑖𝑛 = 15898 + (27296) × 𝐷1 + ( 1293.2) × 𝐷2 + (−3077.4) × 𝐷3

+ (1718.1) × 𝐷4 + (−6266.7) × 𝐷5 + (−4601.1) × 𝐷6

+ (1257.1) × 𝐷7 + (782.85) × 𝐷8 + (−1159.7) × 𝐷9

+ (2607.4) × 𝑆𝑖𝑛(𝑃) + (2017.4) × 𝐶𝑜𝑠(𝑃) 
(4) RRS 

𝑦𝑟𝑟𝑠 = 32024 + (23178) × 𝐷1 + ( 23.501) × 𝐷2 + (−50.008) × 𝐷3

+ (−7.6862) × 𝐷4 + ( 5965.2) × 𝐷5 + (6072.7) × 𝐷6 + (3.9685) × 𝐷7

+ (−32.931) × 𝐷8 + (41.436) × 𝐷9 + (−25.274 ) × 𝑆𝑖𝑛(𝑃)
+ (36.286) × 𝐶𝑜𝑠(𝑃) 

(5) WIND_INSTALL 

𝑦𝑤𝑖𝑛𝑑_𝑖𝑛𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑙𝑙 = 1.5339e + 05 + (63512) × 𝐷1 + ( 2.1355e − 12) × 𝐷2

+ (1.034e − 12) × 𝐷3 + (5175) × 𝐷4 + ( 3450.7) × 𝐷5

+ (4675.4 ) × 𝐷6 + (24281) × 𝐷7 + (6.6452e − 13 ) × 𝐷8

+ (1847.9) × 𝐷9 + (3.3801e − 12) × 𝑆𝑖𝑛(𝑃) + (−1.6953e
− 13) × 𝐶𝑜𝑠(𝑃) 

(6) WIND_OUTPUT/WIND_INSTALL 

𝑦𝑤𝑖𝑛𝑑𝑜𝑢𝑡𝑝𝑢𝑡/𝑐𝑎𝑝𝑎𝑐𝑖𝑡𝑦

= 0.26938 + (0.057027) × 𝐷1 + (0.043068) × 𝐷2

+ (−0.054534) × 𝐷3 + (0.027758) × 𝐷4 + (−0.011293) × 𝐷5

+ (−0.014247) × 𝐷6 + (0.029452) × 𝐷7 + (−0.023951) × 𝐷8

+ (0.00012188) × 𝐷9 + (0.06097) × 𝑆𝑖𝑛(𝑃)

+ (0.013546) × 𝐶𝑜𝑠(𝑃) 
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There is one important point: the main goal of this regression model development 

is to see the relationship between certain dummy independent variables (NPRRs) and the 

ancillary services as well as Wind generation, instead of finding the best-fitting model of 

the actual dataset. Namely, some dummy independent variables with less significance 

will not be removed, but the model is instead developed to find the significance of the 

dummy independent variables (NPRRs).  

Up to this point, we have found the regression models, and the analysis of the 

implication will be provided in next chapter.  

3.3 RESULTS ANALYSIS 

The procedure of optimizing regression models is described in Appendix A. All 

regression models discussed in part 3.3 have been optimized. Namely, best-fitted 

parameters have been chosen and obvious outliers have been identified and removed for 

regression models in part 3.3. 

3.3.1 REGUP 

3.3.1.1 MATLAB Results:  

Linear regression model (robust fit): 

    REGUP ~ [Linear formula with 12 terms in 11 predictors] 

 

Estimated Coefficients: 

                   Estimate      SE       tStat       pValue   

                   ________    ______    _______    __________ 

 

    (Intercept)      15796     21.392     738.44             0 

    D1             -3018.6     65.643    -45.985             0 

    D2              1326.2     109.35     12.128    5.5324e-33 

    D3             -643.99     136.13    -4.7306    2.3557e-06 

    D4             -1262.6     130.44    -9.6791    8.4689e-22 

    D5              396.54     130.71     3.0337     0.0024396 

    D6              323.53     121.74     2.6576     0.0079179 

    D7             -1554.1     78.319    -19.844    8.4226e-82 

    D8             -328.86     78.766    -4.1751    3.0744e-05 

    D9             -397.47        138    -2.8801     0.0040071 

    SINP            239.39     25.124     9.5282    3.4861e-21 

COSP           -306.41     24.484    -12.515    5.9451e-35 

Number of observations: 2656, Error degrees of freedom: 2644 

Root Mean Squared Error: 808 

R-squared: 0.854,  Adjusted R-Squared 0.853 

F-statistic vs. constant model: 1.4e+03, p-value = 0 
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𝑦𝑟𝑒𝑔𝑢𝑝 = 15796 + (−3018.6) × 𝐷1 + (1326.2) × 𝐷2 + (−643.99) × 𝐷3

+ (−1262.6) × 𝐷4 + (396.54) × 𝐷5 + (323.53) × 𝐷6

+ (−1554.1) × 𝐷7 + (−328.86) × 𝐷8 + (−397.47) × 𝐷9

+ (239.39) × 𝑆𝑖𝑛(𝑃) + (−306.41) × 𝐶𝑜𝑠(𝑃) 

The simulation result above shows the details of the coefficient of the regression 

models for Regulation Up reserve services. The meanings of each parameter is explained 

in next section. 

3.3.1.2 P-values and Coefficients 

The t statistic is the coefficient divided by its standard error. The standard error is 

an estimate of the standard deviation of the coefficient, the amount it varies across cases. 

Regression software compares the t statistic on the coefficient with values in the Student's 

t distribution to determine the P value. The P value is the probability of seeing a result as 

extreme as the one obtained (a t value as large as yours) in a collection of random data in 

which the variable had no effect. A P of 5% or less is the generally accepted point at 

which to reject the null hypothesis. The null hypothesis in this paper is that one certain 

dummy variable (or one certain NPRR) has no effect. Hence the smaller the P is, the 

more confidence there is to reject that NPRR does not have effect, namely that NPRR 

indeed has effect. The P value tells you how confident you can be that each individual 

variable has some correlation with the dependent variable, which is of great significance 

for this paper.  

The R-squared of the regression is the fraction of the variation in the dependent 

variable that is accounted for (or predicted by) the independent variables [16]. 

The p-value of each term is less than 5% (some of them are very small), which 

means that the corresponding independent variable affect the REGUP reserve service. 

Less ancillary services mean more benefits, because it can be expensive buying ancillary 

services for the system. Therefore, NPRRs that can reduce the total ancillary services is 

preferred, or dummy variables with negative coefficient. Besides, the bigger the absolute 

value of the coefficient, the bigger influence of the corresponding NPRR.   

Therefore, up to this point, the potential candidates are:  

Dummy Variable Coefficient 

D1              -3018.6      

D3              -643.99      

D4              -1262.6      

D7                   -1554.1 

D8              -328.86 

D9              -397.47 

Table 3 Early Coefficients 
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3.3.1.3 ANOVA 

 

ANOVA table for REGUP:  

 

               SumSq        DF       MeanSq        F         pValue   

             __________    ____    __________    ______    __________ 

 

    D1       1.3789e+09       1    1.3789e+09    2114.6             0 

    D2       9.5916e+07       1    9.5916e+07    147.09    5.5324e-33 

    D3       1.4593e+07       1    1.4593e+07    22.379    2.3557e-06 

    D4        6.109e+07       1     6.109e+07    93.685    8.4689e-22 

    D5       6.0011e+06       1    6.0011e+06    9.2031     0.0024396 

    D6       4.6054e+06       1    4.6054e+06    7.0627     0.0079179 

    D7       2.5677e+08       1    2.5677e+08    393.77    8.4226e-82 

    D8       1.1367e+07       1    1.1367e+07    17.432    3.0744e-05 

    D9       5.4091e+06       1    5.4091e+06    8.2952     0.0040071 

    SINP       5.92e+07       1      5.92e+07    90.787    3.4861e-21 

    COSP     1.0213e+08       1    1.0213e+08    156.62    5.9451e-35 

    Error    1.7241e+09    2644    6.5207e+05                         

 

Analysis of variance (ANOVA) is a collection of statistical models used to 

analyze the differences among group means and their associated procedures (such as 

"variation" among and between groups). In the ANOVA setting, the observed variance in 

a particular variable is partitioned into components attributable to different sources of 

variation. In its simplest form, ANOVA provides a statistical test of whether or not the 

means of several groups are equal, and therefore generalizes the t-test to more than two 

groups [18]. 

Here the ANOVA table is used to examine the quality of the fitted model. This 

table gives somewhat different results than the default display. It clearly shows that the 

dummy variables that are chosen have reasonable effect. Therefore, no chosen dummy 

variables are removed due to this step. 

3.3.1.4 Diagnostic Plots 

Diagnostic plots help to identify outliers, and see other problems in the model or 

fit. 
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Figure 16 Case Order Plot of Leverage 

Case order plot of leverage can provide information about the level of leverage, 

which will be helpful to spot a problem if it exists. However, it will not reveal if the 

points are actual outliers.  

The plot above shows that there are a few points with high leverage, but this plot 

cannot tell us whether those points are outliers. To identify, a Cook’s Distance plot is 

needed, which is analyzed in below.  
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Figure 17 Case Order Plot of Cook’s Distance 

Cook’s distance plot can help identifying outliers of the models. If any obvious 

outliers are notified, the MATLAB codes can be modified to find and remove those 

outliers in order to make the models better. As mentioned in the beginning of part 3.3 

Result Analysis, the outliers have been removed already when generating the regression 

models, hence from the plot it can be appreciated that even the biggest cook’s distance is 

below 8e-4. Therefore, no chosen dummy variables are removed due to this step. 

3.3.1.5 Residuals 

There are several residual plots to help discover errors, outliers, or correlations in 

the model or data. The simplest residual plots are the default histogram plot, which shows 
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the range of the residuals and their frequencies, and the probability plot, which shows 

how the distribution of the residuals compares to a normal distribution with matched 

variance. 

 

Figure 18 Histogram of Residuals 

The Histogram plot shows the range of residuals and their frequencies. It can help 

us know about the behavior of the residuals. From the plot, the distribution looks fairly 

symmetric, without obvious problems. And most residuals lie in the range -1000 to 1000. 
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Figure 19 Normal Probability Plot of Residuals 

The probability plot shows the distribution of the residuals compares to a normal 

distribution. Since outliers have been removed, most of the data trend matches the normal 

distribution pretty well. 

We can know more about the behavior of the residuals by plotting residuals vs. 

fitted values. 
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Figure 20 Plot of Residuals vs. Fitted Values 

This plot can tell us whether residuals are large for large observations.  

It looks like there is some tendency for larger fitted values to have larger 

residuals. Most of them happens at around 1.5e4-1.6e4. It is possible that models’ errors 

are proportional to the measured values.  

From these three plots, we learn about the characteristics of the residuals. All of 

them show no obvious disturbance, therefore no chosen dummy variables are removed 

due to this step. 
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3.3.1.6 Predictor Effects 

 

Figure 21 Predictor Effects 

This plot shows the effect of the predictors on the response. For example, 

changing D1 from 0 to 1 lowers regulation of reserves requirement by about 2700. The 

horizontal line shows confidence intervals for these predictions. The predictions come 

from averaging over one predictor as the other is changed.  

From this plot, the dummy variables with most significance are D1, D3, D4, and 

D7. We remove the rest of the less important dummy variables, and have the new results 

for regression with only these dummy variables as in below:  

Dummy Variable Coefficient Description 

D1              -3018.6      Zonal-Nodal 

D3              -643.99      NPRR361 

D4              -1262.6      NPRR389 

D7                   -1554.1 NPRR425&NPRR460  

Table 4 Final Coefficients 
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The detailed analysis of the correlation as well as the practical meaning are 

provided in next chapter.  

3.3.2 REGDN 

3.3.2.1 MATLAB Results:  

Linear regression model (robust fit): 

    REGDN ~ [Linear formula with 12 terms in 11 predictors] 

Estimated Coefficients: 

                   Estimate      SE       tStat       pValue   

                   ________    ______    _______    __________ 

 

    (Intercept)      15775     25.362     621.98             0 

    D1               -3989     77.827    -51.255             0 

    D2              -135.3     129.64    -1.0436       0.29675 

    D3              76.078      161.4    0.47136       0.63742 

    D4              -599.7     154.66    -3.8776    0.00010805 

    D5              161.71     154.98     1.0434       0.29684 

    D6              -643.2     144.33    -4.4563     8.685e-06 

    D7             -494.91     92.856    -5.3298     1.066e-07 

    D8              -347.3     93.386     -3.719    0.00020417 

    D9              169.21     163.62     1.0342       0.30116 

    SINP           -275.42     29.787    -9.2462    4.6501e-20 

    COSP           -624.96     29.029    -21.529    7.3228e-95 

 

Number of observations: 2656, Error degrees of freedom: 2644 

Root Mean Squared Error: 957 

R-squared: 0.884,  Adjusted R-Squared 0.884 

F-statistic vs. constant model: 1.83e+03, p-value = 0 

 

𝑦𝑟𝑒𝑔𝑑𝑛 = 15775 + (−3989) × 𝐷1 + ( −135.3) × 𝐷2 + (76.078) × 𝐷3

+ (−599.7) × 𝐷4 + (161.71) × 𝐷5 + (−643.2) × 𝐷6 + (−494.91) × 𝐷7

+ (−347.3) × 𝐷8 + (169.21) × 𝐷9 + (−275.42) × 𝑆𝑖𝑛(𝑃)
+ (−624.96) × 𝐶𝑜𝑠(𝑃) 

 

3.3.2.2 P-values and Coefficients 

 

The p-value of D2, D3, D5 and D9 are larger than 5%, which means they have 

little correlation with the REGDN reserve service. Selecting dummy variables with 

negative coefficient, the potential candidates are:  
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Dummy Variable Coefficient 

D1              -3989      

D4              -599.7      

D6              -643.2      

D7                   -494.91      

D8              -347.3      

Table 5 Early Coefficients 

3.3.2.3 ANOVA 

               SumSq        DF       MeanSq         F         pValue   

             __________    ____    __________    _______    __________ 

 

    D1        2.408e+09       1     2.408e+09     2627.1             0 

    D2       9.9834e+05       1    9.9834e+05     1.0892       0.29675 

    D3       2.0365e+05       1    2.0365e+05    0.22218       0.63742 

    D4       1.3782e+07       1    1.3782e+07     15.036    0.00010805 

    D5       9.9795e+05       1    9.9795e+05     1.0888       0.29684 

    D6       1.8203e+07       1    1.8203e+07     19.859     8.685e-06 

    D7       2.6038e+07       1    2.6038e+07     28.407     1.066e-07 

    D8       1.2677e+07       1    1.2677e+07     13.831    0.00020417 

    D9        9.803e+05       1     9.803e+05     1.0695       0.30116 

    SINP     7.8362e+07       1    7.8362e+07     85.492    4.6501e-20 

    COSP     4.2485e+08       1    4.2485e+08      463.5    7.3228e-95 

    Error    2.4235e+09    2644     9.166e+05                          

Implementing the same analysis as REGUP, this table confirms that of D2, D3, 

D5 and D9 do not have significant effects. Therefore, no more dummy variables are 

removed due to this step, and D1, D4, D6, D7 and D8 are still the only potential 

candidates so far. 
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3.3.2.4 Diagnostic Plots 

 

Figure 22 Case Order Plot of Leverage 

 

Figure 23 Case Order Plot of Cook’s Distance 
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Leverage plot does not have obvious disturbance and the biggest cook’s distance 

is below 1.2e-3. Therefore, no chosen dummy variables are removed due to this step. 

3.3.2.5 Residuals 

 

Figure 24 Histogram of Residuals 
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Figure 25 Normal Probability Plot of Residuals 

 

Figure 26 Plot of Residuals vs. Fitted Values 
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Histogram plot looks fairly symmetric, without obvious problems. And most 

residuals lie in the range -1000 to 1000. In probability plot, most of the data trend 

matches the normal distribution pretty well. As for the residual vs. fitted values plot, 

there is some tendency for larger fitted values to have larger residuals. Most of them 

happens at around 1.6e4. All of the three plots show no obvious disturbance, therefore no 

chosen dummy variables are removed due to this step. 

3.3.2.6 Predictor Effects 

 

Figure 27 Predictor Effects 

From this plot, the dummy variables with most significance are D1, D4, D6, and 

D7. We remove the rest of the less important dummy variables, and have the new results 

for regression with only these dummy variables as in below:  

Dummy Variable Coefficient Description 

D1              -3989      Zonal-Nodal 

D4              -599.7      NPRR389 

D6              -643.2      NPRR424 

D7                   -494.91      NPRR425&NPRR460 

Table 6 Final Coefficients 
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The detailed analysis of the correlation as well as the practical meaning are 

provided in next chapter.  

3.3.3 NSPIN 

Applying the same data analysis as REGUP, the following results are provided: 

3.3.3.1 Matlab Results: 

Linear regression model (robust fit): 

    NSPIN ~ [Linear formula with 12 terms in 11 predictors] 

Estimated Coefficients: 

                   Estimate      SE       tStat       pValue   

                   ________    ______    _______    __________ 

 

    (Intercept)      15898     139.99     113.57             0 

    D1               27296     372.31     73.316             0 

    D2              1293.2     603.17      2.144       0.03214 

    D3             -3077.4     738.01    -4.1698    3.1666e-05 

    D4              1718.1     712.71     2.4107      0.016005 

    D5             -6266.7     709.88    -8.8279    2.1262e-18 

    D6             -4601.1     666.64    -6.9019    6.6818e-12 

    D7              1257.1     428.67     2.9327     0.0033953 

    D8              782.85     428.75     1.8259      0.068003 

    D9             -1159.7     751.78    -1.5427       0.12306 

    SINP            2607.4     155.29     16.791    1.2306e-59 

    COSP            2017.4     149.32     13.511    5.0495e-40 

 

Number of observations: 2217, Error degrees of freedom: 2205 

Root Mean Squared Error: 4.36e+03 

R-squared: 0.879,  Adjusted R-Squared 0.878 

F-statistic vs. constant model: 1.45e+03, p-value = 0 

 

𝑦𝑛𝑠𝑝𝑖𝑛 = 15898 + (27296) × 𝐷1 + ( 1293.2) × 𝐷2 + (−3077.4) × 𝐷3

+ (1718.1) × 𝐷4 + (−6266.7) × 𝐷5 + (−4601.1) × 𝐷6

+ (1257.1) × 𝐷7 + (782.85) × 𝐷8 + (−1159.7) × 𝐷9

+ (2607.4) × 𝑆𝑖𝑛(𝑃) + (2017.4) × 𝐶𝑜𝑠(𝑃) 

3.3.3.2 P-values and Coefficients 

From the matlab results, D8 and D9 relatively large p-value (over 0.05), so it is 

not very confident to say they have a good correlation with y. The rest of the independent 

variables have very small p-values, which means they have more correlation with the 

REGUP reserve service. The R squared is 0.929, which is acceptable for a linear 
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regression model. Selecting dummy variables with negative coefficient, the potential 

candidates are:  

Dummy Variable Coefficient 

D3              -3077.4      

D5              -6266.7      

D6              -4601.1      

Table 7 Early Coefficients 

3.3.3.3 ANOVA 

 

The ANOVA table is used to examine the quality of the fitted model. 

 

               SumSq        DF       MeanSq        F        pValue   

             __________    ____    __________    ______   __________ 

 

    D1       1.0233e+11       1    1.0233e+11    5375.3             0 

    D2       8.7515e+07       1    8.7515e+07    4.5969       0.03214 

    D3       3.3102e+08       1    3.3102e+08    17.387    3.1666e-05 

    D4       1.1064e+08       1    1.1064e+08    5.8113      0.016005 

    D5       1.4837e+09       1    1.4837e+09    77.932    2.1262e-18 

    D6        9.069e+08       1     9.069e+08    47.637    6.6818e-12 

    D7       1.6374e+08       1    1.6374e+08    8.6005     0.0033953 

    D8        6.347e+07       1     6.347e+07    3.3338      0.068003 

    D9       4.5307e+07       1    4.5307e+07    2.3798       0.12306 

    SINP     5.3674e+09       1    5.3674e+09    281.93    1.2306e-59 

    COSP     3.4752e+09       1    3.4752e+09    182.54    5.0495e-40 

    Error    4.1979e+10    2205    1.9038e+07                         

Implementing the same analysis as REGUP, this table confirms that of D8 and D9 do not 

have significant effects. Therefore, Therefore, no more dummy variables are removed 

due to this step, and D3, D5 and D6 are still the only potential candidates so far. 
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3.3.3.4 Diagnostic Plots 

 

Figure 28 Case Order Plot of Leverage 

 

Figure 29 Case Order Plot of Cook’s Distance 
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Leverage plot does not have obvious disturbance and the biggest cook’s distance 

is below 1.6e-3.  Therefore, no chosen dummy variables are removed due to this step. 

3.3.3.5 Residuals 

 

Figure 30 Histogram of Residuals 
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Figure 31 Normal Probability Plot of Residuals 

 

 

Figure 32 Plot of Residuals vs. Fitted Values 
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Histogram plot looks not fairly symmetric. And most residuals lie in the range -

5000 to 5000. In probability plot, most of the data trend matches the normal distribution 

pretty well. As for the residual vs. fitted values plot, there is some tendency for larger 

fitted values to have larger residuals. Most of them happens at around 1.5e4. The 

residuals are relatively big, and irregular. By observing the data of non-spinning 

reservice, it is appreciated that it is the messiest one among the four ancillary services. In 

spite of this, the three plots show no obvious disturbance, therefore no chosen dummy 

variables are removed due to this step. 

3.3.3.6 Predictor Effects 

 

Figure 33 Predictor Effects 

Still, D3, D5 and D6 have the most influences. The results are in below:  

Dummy Variable Coefficient Dummy Variable 

D3              -3077.4      NPRR361 

D5              -6266.7      NPRR423 

D6              -4601.1      NPRR424 

Table 8 Final Coefficients 
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3.3.4 RRS 

Applying the same data analysis as REGUP, the following results are provided: 

3.3.4.1 Matlab Results: 

Linear regression model: 

    RRS ~ [Linear formula with 12 terms in 11 predictors] 

Estimated Coefficients: 

                   Estimate      SE        tStat        pValue   

                   ________    ______    _________    __________ 

 

    (Intercept)      32024     61.313        522.3             0 

    D1               23178     188.01       123.28             0 

    D2              23.501     313.11     0.075056       0.94018 

    D3             -50.008     389.77      -0.1283       0.89792 

    D4             -7.6862      373.5    -0.020579       0.98358 

    D5              5965.2     374.26       15.939    1.1147e-54 

    D6              6072.7     348.58       17.421    1.9932e-64 

    D7              3.9685     224.25     0.017697       0.98588 

    D8             -32.931     225.53     -0.14602       0.88392 

    D9              41.436     395.14      0.10487       0.91649 

    SINP           -25.274     71.993     -0.35107       0.72557 

    COSP            36.286     70.151      0.51725       0.60502 

 

Number of observations: 2653, Error degrees of freedom: 2641 

Root Mean Squared Error: 2.31e+03 

R-squared: 0.979,  Adjusted R-Squared 0.979 

F-statistic vs. constant model: 1.11e+04, p-value = 0 

 

𝑦𝑟𝑟𝑠 = 32024 + (23178) × 𝐷1 + ( 23.501) × 𝐷2 + (−50.008) × 𝐷3

+ (−7.6862) × 𝐷4 + ( 5965.2) × 𝐷5 + (6072.7) × 𝐷6 + (3.9685) × 𝐷7

+ (−32.931) × 𝐷8 + (41.436) × 𝐷9 + (−25.274 ) × 𝑆𝑖𝑛(𝑃)
+ (36.286) × 𝐶𝑜𝑠(𝑃) 

3.3.4.2 P-values and Coefficients 

The p-value of D2, D3, D7, D8 and D9 are larger than 5%, which means they 

have little correlation with the RRS reserve service. Selecting dummy variables with 

negative coefficient, the potential candidates are:  

Dummy Variable Coefficient 

D4              -7.6862  

Table 9 Early Coefficients 
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From the result, only one parameter has the possibility of correlation, and the 

absolute value is just about 7, so we can achieve an early conclusion that RRS does not 

has much relationship with wind-related NPRRs.  The rest of the results are shown for 

reference.  

3.3.4.3 ANOVA 

 

The ANOVA table is used to examine the quality of the fitted model. 

               SumSq        DF       MeanSq          F         pValue   

             __________    ____    __________    __________   __________ 

 

    D1        8.124e+10       1     8.124e+10         15198            0 

    D2            30113       1         30113     0.0056334      0.94018 

    D3            87992       1         87992      0.016461      0.89792 

    D4           2263.7       1        2263.7    0.00042348       0.98358 

    D5        1.358e+09       1     1.358e+09        254.04    1.1147e-54 

    D6       1.6223e+09       1    1.6223e+09        303.49    1.9932e-64 

    D7             1674       1          1674    0.00031317      0.98588 

    D8       1.1397e+05       1    1.1397e+05      0.021321       0.88392 

    D9            58782       1         58782      0.010997      0.91649 

    SINP     6.5881e+05       1    6.5881e+05       0.12325       0.72557 

    COSP     1.4302e+06       1    1.4302e+06       0.26755      0.60502 

    Error    1.4117e+10    2641    5.3454e+06                          

Implementing the same analysis as REGUP, this table confirms that of D2, D3, 

D7, D8 and D9 do not have significant effects. Therefore, no more dummy variables are 

removed due to this step, and D4 is still the only potential candidates so far. 
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3.3.4.4 Diagnostic Plots 

 

Figure 34 Case Order Plot of Leverage 

 

Figure 35 Case Order Plot of Cook’s Distance 
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3.3.4.5 Residuals 

 

Figure 36 Histogram of Residuals 

 

Figure 37 Normal Probability Plot of Residuals 
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Figure 38 Plot of Residuals vs. Fitted Values 

It can be appreciated residuals are pretty big, and that the distribution does not 

match normal distribution, and this bad behavior of residuals confirms the conclusion in 

further step. The residuals vs. fitted values plot does not reveal much useful information. 
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3.3.4.6 Predictor Effects 

 

Figure 39 Predictor Effects 

This plot shows the effect of the predictors on the response.  All of the dummy 

variables have near zero influence, which furtherly confirms that there is little 

relationship between RRS and wind-related NPRRs.  

 

 

 

3.3.5 WIND_INSTALL 

The following analysis studies the relationship between installed wind capacity and wind-

related NPRRs.  

 

3.3.5.1 MATLAB Results: 

 

Linear regression model (robust fit): 

    WIND_INSTALL ~ [Linear formula with 12 terms in 11 predictors] 
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Estimated Coefficients: 

                    Estimate        SE         tStat         pValue    

                   ___________    ______    ___________    ___________ 

 

    (Intercept)     1.5339e+05     127.5           1203              0 

    D1                   63512    134.47          472.3              0 

    D2              2.1355e-12    73.422     2.9085e-14              1 

    D3               1.034e-12     84.94     1.2173e-14              1 

    D4                    5175    83.439         62.021              0 

    D5                  3450.7    83.233         41.458    1.9025e-234 

    D6                  4675.4    79.749         58.627              0 

    D7                   24281    52.488          462.6              0 

    D8              6.6452e-13    53.618     1.2393e-14              1 

    D9                  1847.9    88.839         20.801     2.1547e-82 

    SINP            3.3801e-12    28.604     1.1817e-13              1 

    COSP           -1.6953e-13     25.42    -6.6692e-15              1 

 

 

 

Number of observations: 1221, Error degrees of freedom: 1209 

Root Mean Squared Error: 484 

R-squared: 0.999,  Adjusted R-Squared 0.999 

F-statistic vs. constant model: 1.64e+05, p-value = 0 

 

𝑦𝑤𝑖𝑛𝑑_𝑖𝑛𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑙𝑙 = 1.5339e + 05 + (63512) × 𝐷1 + ( 2.1355e − 12) × 𝐷2

+ (1.034e − 12) × 𝐷3 + (5175) × 𝐷4 + ( 3450.7) × 𝐷5

+ (4675.4 ) × 𝐷6 + (24281) × 𝐷7 + (6.6452e − 13 ) × 𝐷8

+ (1847.9) × 𝐷9 + (3.3801e − 12) × 𝑆𝑖𝑛(𝑃) + (−1.6953e
− 13) × 𝐶𝑜𝑠(𝑃) 

 

3.3.5.2 P-values and Coefficients 

 

From the MATLAB results, D2, D3, and D8 have relatively large p-value (over 

0.05), so it is not very confident to say they have a good correlation with y. The rest of 

the independent variables have very small p-values, which means they have more 

correlation with installed wind capacity. Notice that all the coefficients are positive, 

which is different from the situation of ancillary services. This is because the goal is not 

decreasing y anymore.  Therefore, up to this point, the potential candidates are:  
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Dummy Variable Coefficient 

D1              63512     

D4              5175 

D5              3450.7     

D6                   4675.4     

D7              24281 

D9              1847.9     

Table 10 Early Coefficients 

3.3.5.3 ANOVA 

               SumSq        DF       MeanSq          F          pValue    

             __________    ____    __________    __________  ___________ 

 

    D1       5.2268e+10       1    5.2268e+10    2.2307e+05             0 

    D2       1.9821e-22       1    1.9821e-22    8.4593e-28              1 

    D3        3.472e-23       1     3.472e-23    1.4818e-28              1 

    D4       9.0131e+08       1    9.0131e+08        3846.6             0 

    D5       4.0273e+08       1    4.0273e+08        1718.8    1.9025e234 

    D6       8.0535e+08       1    8.0535e+08        3437.1             0 

    D7       5.0142e+10       1    5.0142e+10      2.14e+05             0 

    D8        3.599e-23       1     3.599e-23     1.536e-28              1 

    D9       1.0138e+08       1    1.0138e+08        432.68     2.1547e82 

    SINP     3.2719e-21       1    3.2719e-21    1.3964e-26              1 

    COSP     1.0422e-23       1    1.0422e-23    4.4478e-29             1 

    Error    2.8328e+08    1209    2.3431e+05                              

This table confirms that of D2, D3 and D8 do not have significant effects. 

Therefore, no more dummy variables are removed due to this step, and D1, D4, D5, D6, 

D7 and D9 are still the only potential candidates so far. 
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3.3.5.4 Diagnostic Plots 

 

Figure 40 Case Order Plot of Leverage 

 

Figure 41 Case Order Plot of Cook’s Distance 
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Leverage plot does not have obvious disturbance and the biggest Cook’s distance is 

below 4.5e-29.  Therefore, no chosen dummy variables are removed due to this step. 

3.3.5.5 Residuals 

 

Figure 42 Histogram of Residuals 

 

Most residuals are near zero.  
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Figure 43 Normal Probability Plot of Residuals 

 

The distribution of the residuals does not match a normal distribution very well.  
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Figure 44 Plot of Residuals vs. Fitted Values 

There is no obvious tendency for larger fitted values to have larger residuals. The 

three plots show no obvious disturbance; therefore, no chosen dummy variables are 

removed due to this step. 
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3.3.5.6 Predictor Effects 

 

Figure 45 Predictor Effects 

This plot shows the effect of the predictors on the response. It is very obvious that 

D1 and D7 has much more influence than any of the other dummy variables. With this 

sharp comparison, D1 and D7 are selected, and we have the new results as in below: 

Dummy Variable Coefficient Description 

D1              63512     Zonal-Nodal 

D7                   24281 NPRR425&NPRR460 

Table 11 Final Coefficients 

The detailed analysis of the correlation as well as the practical meaning are 

provided in next chapter.  
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3.3.6 WIND_OUTPUT/WIND_CAPACITY 

 

The actual wind generation output data shows very unpredictable behavior, and 

the regression has shown that there is little correlation between the actual wind 

generation output and independent variables (NPRRs). Therefore, the regression of 

WIND_OUTPUT/WIND_CAPACITY is performed below in order to explore more 

about the actual wind generation output.  

By implementing the same analysis as installed wind capacity, the following 

results are obtained: 

3.3.6.1 MATLAB Results: 

Linear regression model (robust fit): 

Estimated Coefficients: 

                    Estimate        SE          tStat        pValue   

                   __________    _________    _________    __________ 

 

    (Intercept)       0.26938    0.0041231       65.335             0 

    D1               0.057027     0.012668       4.5017    7.0321e-06 

    D2               0.043068     0.021105       2.0406      0.041389 

    D3              -0.054534     0.026275      -2.0755       0.03804 

    D4               0.027758     0.025178       1.1024       0.27037 

    D5              -0.011293     0.025229     -0.44763       0.65446 

    D6              -0.014247     0.023497     -0.60631       0.54436 

    D7               0.029452     0.015117       1.9483      0.051485 

    D8              -0.023951     0.015202      -1.5755       0.11527 

    D9             0.00012188     0.026636    0.0045755       0.99635 

    SINP              0.06097    0.0048445       12.585     2.554e-35 

    COSP             0.013546    0.0047222       2.8685     0.0041567 

 

 

Number of observations: 2660, Error degrees of freedom: 2648 

Root Mean Squared Error: 0.156 

R-squared: 0.119,  Adjusted R-Squared 0.116 

F-statistic vs. constant model: 32.6, p-value = 1.25e-65 

 

𝑦𝑤𝑖𝑛𝑑𝑜𝑢𝑡𝑝𝑢𝑡/𝑐𝑎𝑝𝑎𝑐𝑖𝑡𝑦

= 0.26938 + (0.057027) × 𝐷1 + (0.043068) × 𝐷2

+ (−0.054534) × 𝐷3 + (0.027758) × 𝐷4 + (−0.011293) × 𝐷5

+ (−0.014247) × 𝐷6 + (0.029452) × 𝐷7 + (−0.023951) × 𝐷8

+ (0.00012188) × 𝐷9 + (0.06097) × 𝑆𝑖𝑛(𝑃) + (0.013546) × 𝐶𝑜𝑠(𝑃) 
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3.3.6.2 P-values and Coefficients 

From the MATLAB results, D4, D5, D6, D7, D8 and D9 have relatively large p-

value (over 0.05), so it is not very confident to say they have a good correlation with y. 

The rest of the independent variables have small p-values, which means they have more 

correlation. Since the goal is to increase the wind generation output, the variables with 

positive coefficients are preferred (the coefficients of WIND_INSTALL are all positive 

for dummy varibles). Therefore, up to this point, the potential candidates are:  

Dummy Variable Coefficient 

D1              0.057027      

D2              0.043068      

Table 12 Early Coefficients 

Notice that the actual wind output varies dramatically due to numerous practical factors 

in real life, hence it is not very possible to achieve a very fitted regression model. The 

model might have a large number of outliers.  

3.3.6.3 ANOVA 

 

The ANOVA table is used to examine the quality of the fitted model. 

               SumSq        DF       MeanSq          F         pValue   

             __________    ____    __________    __________  __________ 

 

    D1          0.49236       1       0.49236        20.265    7.0321e-06 

    D2          0.10117       1       0.10117        4.1641      0.041389 

    D3          0.10465       1       0.10465        4.3076       0.03804 

    D4         0.029528       1      0.029528        1.2154       0.27037 

    D5         0.004868       1      0.004868       0.20037       0.65446 

    D6        0.0089313       1     0.0089313       0.36761       0.54436 

    D7         0.092222       1      0.092222        3.7959      0.051485 

    D8         0.060304       1      0.060304        2.4821       0.11527 

    D9       5.0864e-07       1    5.0864e-07    2.0936e-05       0.99635 

    SINP         3.8482       1        3.8482        158.39     2.554e-35 

    COSP        0.19991       1       0.19991        8.2284    0.0041567 

    Error        64.334    2648      0.024295                                                    

This table confirms that D4, D5, D6, D7, D8 and D9 do not have significant 

effects. Therefore, no more dummy variables are removed due to this step, and the 

potential candidates are still only D1 and D2. 
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3.3.6.4 Diagnostic Plots 

  

Figure 46 Case Order Plot of Leverage 

 

Figure 47 Case Order Plot of Cook’s Distance 
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Cook’s distance shows that there are numerous outliers existing, which 

demonstrates that MATLAB has a hard time finding a suitable model for the actual wind 

output data. 

3.3.6.5 Residuals 

Histogram plot: 

 

Figure 48 Histogram of Residuals 

The Histogram plot shows the range of residuals and their frequencies. The 

residual histogram shows how bad the model is in the aspect of residual. Up to this point, 

we can achieve an early conclusion that there is not much relation between 

WIND_OUTPUT/WIND_INSTALL and wind-related NPRRs. 
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Figure 49 Normal Probability Plot of Residuals 

The probability plot shows the distribution of the residuals matches a normal 

distribution with matched variance well. 

 

Figure 50 Plot of Residuals vs. Fitted Values 
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This plot has values all around, which cannot tell us any obvious pattern.  

3.3.6.6 Predictor Effects 

 

Figure 51 Predictor Effects 

This plot shows the effect of the predictors on the response. Combined with the 

bad residual behavior, the most confident statement will be that D1 and D2 have a 

positive influence on the WIND_OUTPUT/WIND_INSTALL.  

D1              0.057027      Zonal-Nodal 

D2 0.043068      NPRR352 

Table 13 Final Coefficients 
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3.4 ANALYSIS OF REGRESSION MODEL RESULTS AND NPRR CONTENT.  

 

3.4.1 REGUP 

Dummy Variable Coefficient Description 

D1              -3018.6      Zonal-Nodal 

D3              -643.99      NPRR361 

D4              -1262.6      NPRR389 

D7                   -1554.1 NPRR425&NPRR460  

Table 14 Final Coefficients with Description 

3.4.2 REGDN 

Dummy Variable Coefficient Description 

D1              -3989      Zonal-Nodal 

D4              -599.7      NPRR389 

D6              -643.2      NPRR424 

D7                   -494.91      NPRR425&NPRR460 

Table 15 Final Coefficients with Description 

There are significant correlations between the procured regulation-up and 

regulation down and wind-related NPRRs. It was found that the following ones have 

obvious influence:  

• Zonal-Nodal 

• NPRR361: It requires the submitting of 5 min resolution wind data for real time 

purposes. 

• NPRR389: It clarifies the reactive power capability for wind power generation 

• NPRR424: It defines the reactive testing requirement for intermittent renewable 

resources. 

• NPRR425: It proposes the aggregation of wind farms in groups for dispatch 

purposes, to avoid control limitations. 

• NPRR 460: Increases the wind powered generation resource ramp rate 

limitation from 10% per minute of nameplate rating to five-minute average of 

20% per minute of nameplate rating with no individual minute exceeding 25%. 

Of all the NPPRs, the most significant one is Zonal-Nodal transition. In particular, 

the change from 15-minute dispatch interval to a 5-minute one had a dramatic effect. 
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With smaller dispatch time, the real-time market can be quicker to take any action to 

correct perturbations in the demand-generation balance. As a result, less reserves are 

required to deal with less uncertainty in the net load over the shorter dispatch interval 

[19].   
 

3.4.3 NON-SPIN 

Dummy Variable Coefficient Dummy Variable 

D3              -3077.4      NPRR361 

D5              -6266.7      NPRR423 

D6              -4601.1      NPRR424 

Table 16 Final Coefficients with Description 

NON-SPIN reserves are mostly influenced by: 

• NPRR 361 and NPRR424 as REGUP&REGDN 

• NPRR423: It clarifies voltage and reactive requirements for intermittent renewable 

resources. 

By observing the daily Non-Spinning reserves plot as well as the data analysis, 

the Non-Spinning reserves changes pretty randomly and do not follow the model very 

strictly. There are sudden changes, and that can be due to the purpose of Non-Spinning 

reserves. The need for it usually arises when the weather is hot, cold, or unexpected 

fierce, or during large unit strips [19].  

3.4.4 RRS 

From the data analysis, there is little relationship between RRS and wind-related 

NPRRs. There is a dramatic increase in 2012, but that is due to an ERCOT decision that: 

another 500 MW of RRS was added to the requirement to make sure that REGUP, 

REGDN, RRS and NONSPIN have a capacity to respond to the 95% of the uncertainty in 

the net load [20].  

3.4.5 WIND_INSTALL 

Dummy Variable Coefficient Description 

D1              63512     Zonal-Nodal 

D7                   24281 NPRR425&NPRR460 

Table 17 Final Coefficients with Description 

From the analysis, it can be appreciated that besides the Zonal to Nodal, NPRR 

425 and NPRR 460 has the most significant influence. 
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3.4.6 WIND_OUTPUT/WIND_INSTALL 

D1              0.057027      Zonal-Nodal 

D2 0.043068      NPRR352 

Table 18 Final Coefficients with Description 

• NPRR 352: It is related with improvements in the prediction of the maximum sustained 

energy production capability of a wind generator after curtailment.  

The actual wind output does not fit in a regression model very well and there are a 

lot of outliers. From the data analysis, it can be seen Zonal-Nodal and NPRR352 has 

obvious influence, however, this influence is not convincible due to the defects of the 

regression model.  

3.4.7 Early Conclusion 

Compared with both wind data and ancillary service data, it is found that D1 and 

D7 are of great significance to both of them.  

 

We might be able to achieve an early conclusion that: 

 

• Zonal to Nodal transition is beneficial to both AS and wind integration (including NPRRs 

happened during Zonal-to-Nodal transition). 

• Increases the wind powered generation resource ramp rate limitation is beneficial to 

both AS and wind integration (NPRR 460).  

• Proposes the aggregation of wind farms in groups for dispatch purposes is beneficial to 

both AS and wind integration (NPRR425).  

Therefore, for future market decision with similar conditions as ERCOT, it might be 

suggestive to apply strategies above to benefit AS as well as wind integration.  
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Chapter 4:  Conclusion and Future Work 

In this paper, background knowledge and basic concepts are introduced, large 

amount of data are processed, regression models are developed and optimized and 

physical meanings of the models are explained, and in the last, the implications are 

discussed.  

From the analysis, we might be able to achieve an early conclusion that Zonal-to-

Nodal transition, increasing the wind powered generation resource ramp rate limitation, 

as well as proposing the aggregation of wind farms in groups for dispatch purposes are 

three good suggestions when integrating wind generation and reduce AS.  

In the future, the paper will explore other math tools to make the regression 

models better.  There are multiple mathematic software on market which can do 

regression model analysis. By finding a better method, it might be possible to reduce the 

residuals appeared in this paper, and make the models fit the data better to achieve a more 

convincing conclusion.  
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Appendices 

APPENDIX A: Optimizing the Models and Removing Outliers 

In this part only regression REGUP is discussed. Regression of the rest of the AS 

and wind data are following the similar suit.  

1. Originally, Independent variable is the AS reserve service and Independent 

variables include 9 dummy variables, T (# of days since 01012007), SINT and COST. 

Use robust fitting mode. The result is: 

  Estimated Coefficients: 

                   Estimate       SE        tStat        pValue   

                   ________    ________    ________    __________ 

 

    (Intercept)       15913      46.488       342.3             0 

    D1                -2769      82.961     -33.376    3.616e-204 

    D2               1485.8      113.26      13.119    3.8824e-38 

    D3              -1082.3      145.91     -7.4176    1.5968e-13 

    D4              -1289.5       138.8     -9.2902    3.1143e-20 

    D5                908.7       138.8      6.5468    7.0357e-11 

    D6               182.25      128.44       1.419       0.15603 

    D7              -1487.9      83.795     -17.757    9.7169e-67 

    D8              -574.68      83.991     -6.8421    9.6608e-12 

    D9               11.734      146.51     0.08009       0.93617 

    T              -0.18258    0.056175     -3.2502     0.0011678 

    SINT             16.456      24.217     0.67952       0.49687 

    COST             2.0939      24.226    0.086432       0.93113 

 

Number of observations: 2660, Error degrees of freedom: 2647 

Root Mean Squared Error: 883 

R-squared: 0.826,  Adjusted R-Squared 0.825 

F-statistic vs. constant model: 1.05e+03, p-value = 0 

 

It is found that p-value of SINT and COST do not have good effect on the model. 

It makes sense that a periodical sinusoidal term corresponding to one certain year is more 

convincing.  

2. I replaced them by SINP and COSP (Where P is the number of days in one year 

divided by the total number of days in that year and then times 2PI. For example, in 

01012007, P = 1/365 *2PI; in 12312007, P = 365/365*2PI. P is responsible for the 

periodical change in the model, and one year is a full period. ).  

 

Then the result is: 
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Estimate       SE        tStat       pValue                     

________    ________    _______    ___________ 

    (Intercept)       15749      38.722     406.72              0 

    D1              -2639.5      71.563    -36.883    1.1361e-240 

    D2                934.3      98.701      9.466     6.2061e-21 

    D3              -575.03      122.87    -4.6801      3.012e-06 

    D4              -1006.1      118.02    -8.5249     2.5306e-17 

    D5               387.26      118.15     3.2777        0.00106 

    D6               116.99      109.87     1.0648        0.28707 

    D7              -1388.5      71.977    -19.291     1.0846e-77 

    D8               -345.5      71.576     -4.827     1.4649e-06 

    D9              -257.89      124.97    -2.0636       0.039155 

    T              -0.07259    0.046946    -1.5462        0.12216 

    SINP             116.19      22.916     5.0704     4.2434e-07 

    COSP             -477.3      22.114    -21.584     2.6399e-95 

 

Number of observations: 2660, Error degrees of freedom: 2647 

Root Mean Squared Error: 729 

R-squared: 0.873,  Adjusted R-Squared 0.872 

F-statistic vs. constant model: 1.52e+03, p-value = 0 

 

Also, I plotted the residual distribution.  

 
3. It is obvious that two residuals lay far from the normal trend. I defined them as 

outliers, and then removed them by:  
outl1 = find(lm2.Residuals.Raw > 10000); 
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outl2 = find(lm2.Residuals.Raw < -10000); 

outl = [outl1;outl2]; 

Residuals after outlier removal:  

 
The result is better. But the T term is still not in good form, so I removed it.  

Finally, with T term and outliers removed, the model is developed: 

𝑦𝑟𝑒𝑔𝑢𝑝 = 15796 + (−3018.6) × 𝐷1 + (1326.2) × 𝐷2 + (−643.99) × 𝐷3

+ (−1262.6) × 𝐷4 + (396.54) × 𝐷5 + (323.53) × 𝐷6

+ (−1554.1) × 𝐷7 + (−328.86) × 𝐷8 + (−397.47) × 𝐷9

+ (239.39) × 𝑆𝑖𝑛(𝑃) + (−306.41) × 𝐶𝑜𝑠(𝑃) 
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APPENDIX B: MATLAB Scripts 

clear 

dataPath = 'you data path'; 

cd (dataPath) 

filename = '20160518-NEWAScompleteData-10_59pm'; 

sheetNAME = 'Sheet1'; 

TNAME = 'A2:A2661'; 

REGDNNAME = 'F2:F2661'; 

REGUPNAME = 'E2:E2661'; 

RRSNAME = 'D2:D2661'; 

NSPINNAME = 'C2:C2661'; 

TIMENAME = 'B2:B2661'; 

D1NAME = 'G2:G2661'; 

D2NAME = 'H2:H2661'; 

D3NAME = 'I2:I2661'; 

D4NAME = 'J2:J2661'; 

D5NAME = 'K2:K2661'; 

D6NAME = 'L2:L2661'; 

D7NAME = 'M2:M2661'; 

D8NAME = 'N2:N2661'; 

D9NAME = 'O2:O2661'; 

SINTNAME = 'P2:P2661'; 

COSTNAME = 'Q2:Q2661'; 

SINPNAME = 'R2:R2661'; 

COSPNAME = 'S2:S2661'; 

WIND_INSTALLNAME = 'T2:T2661'; 

WIND_OUTPUTNAME = 'U2:U2661'; 

REGDN = xlsread(filename,sheetNAME,REGDNNAME); 

REGUP = xlsread(filename,sheetNAME,REGUPNAME); 

RRS = xlsread(filename,sheetNAME,RRSNAME); 

NSPIN = xlsread(filename,sheetNAME,NSPINNAME); 

TIME = xlsread(filename,sheetNAME,TIMENAME); 

T = xlsread(filename,sheetNAME,TNAME); 

D1 = xlsread(filename,sheetNAME,D1NAME); 

D2 = xlsread(filename,sheetNAME,D2NAME); 

D3 = xlsread(filename,sheetNAME,D3NAME); 

D4 = xlsread(filename,sheetNAME,D4NAME); 

D5 = xlsread(filename,sheetNAME,D5NAME); 

D6 = xlsread(filename,sheetNAME,D6NAME); 

D7 = xlsread(filename,sheetNAME,D7NAME); 

D8 = xlsread(filename,sheetNAME,D8NAME); 

D9 = xlsread(filename,sheetNAME,D9NAME); 
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SINT = xlsread(filename,sheetNAME,SINTNAME); 

COST = xlsread(filename,sheetNAME,COSTNAME); 

SINP = xlsread(filename,sheetNAME,SINPNAME); 

COSP = xlsread(filename,sheetNAME,COSPNAME); 

WIND_INSTALL = xlsread(filename,sheetNAME,WIND_INSTALLNAME); 

WIND_OUTPUT = xlsread(filename,sheetNAME,WIND_OUTPUTNAME); 

%here the WIND_OUTPUT represents WIND_OUTPUT/WIND_INSTALL 

%without T and outliers REGUP REGDN RRS NSPIN 

tbl4 = 

table(D1,D2,D3,D4,D5,D6,D7,D8,D9,SINP,COSP,REGUP,REGDN,RRS,NSPIN,WIND_INSTALL,W

IND_OUTPUT,'VariableNames',{'D1','D2','D3','D4','D5','D6','D7','D8','D9','SINP'

,'COSP','REGUP','REGDN','RRS','NSPIN','WIND_INSTALL','WIND_OUTPUT'}); 

%REGUP 

lm4REGUP = fitlm(tbl4, 

'REGUP~D1+D2+D3+D4+D5+D6+D7+D8+D9+SINP+COSP','RobustOpts','on'); 

outlREGUP1 = find(lm4REGUP.Residuals.Raw > 10000); 

outlREGUP2 = find(lm4REGUP.Residuals.Raw < -10000); 

outlREGUP = [outlREGUP1;outlREGUP2]; 

lm5REGUP = fitlm(tbl4, 

'REGUP~D1+D2+D3+D4+D5+D6+D7+D8+D9+SINP+COSP','RobustOpts','on','Exclude', 

outlREGUP); 

%REGDN 

lm4REGDN = fitlm(tbl4, 

'REGDN~D1+D2+D3+D4+D5+D6+D7+D8+D9+SINP+COSP','RobustOpts','on'); 

outlREGDN1 = find(lm4REGDN.Residuals.Raw > 10000); 

outlREGDN2 = find(lm4REGDN.Residuals.Raw < -10000); 

outlREGDN = [outlREGDN1;outlREGDN2]; 

lm5REGDN = fitlm(tbl4, 

'REGDN~D1+D2+D3+D4+D5+D6+D7+D8+D9+SINP+COSP','RobustOpts','on','Exclude', 

outlREGDN); 

%RRS 

lm4RRS = fitlm(tbl4, 

'RRS~D1+D2+D3+D4+D5+D6+D7+D8+D9+SINP+COSP','RobustOpts','off'); 

outlRRS1 = find(lm4RRS.Residuals.Raw > 10000); 

outlRRS2 = find(lm4RRS.Residuals.Raw < -10000); 

outlRRS = [outlRRS1;outlRRS2]; 

lm5RRS = fitlm(tbl4, 

'RRS~D1+D2+D3+D4+D5+D6+D7+D8+D9+SINP+COSP','RobustOpts','off','Exclude', 

outlRRS); 

%NSPIN 

lm4NSPIN = fitlm(tbl4, 

'NSPIN~D1+D2+D3+D4+D5+D6+D7+D8+D9+SINP+COSP','RobustOpts','on'); 

outlNSPIN1 = find(lm4NSPIN.Residuals.Raw > 10000); 

outlNSPIN2 = find(lm4NSPIN.Residuals.Raw < -10000); 

outlNSPIN = [outlNSPIN1;outlNSPIN2]; 
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lm5NSPIN = fitlm(tbl4, 

'NSPIN~D1+D2+D3+D4+D5+D6+D7+D8+D9+SINP+COSP','RobustOpts','on','Exclude', 

outlNSPIN); 

%WIND_INSTALL 

lm4WIND_INSTALL = fitlm(tbl4, 

'WIND_INSTALL~D1+D2+D3+D4+D5+D6+D7+D8+D9+SINP+COSP','RobustOpts','on'); 

outlWIND_INSTALL1 = find(lm4WIND_INSTALL.Residuals.Raw > 10000); 

outlWIND_INSTALL2 = find(lm4WIND_INSTALL.Residuals.Raw < -10000); 

outlWIND_INSTALL = [outlWIND_INSTALL1;outlWIND_INSTALL2]; 

lm5WIND_INSTALL = fitlm(tbl4, 

'WIND_INSTALL~D1+D2+D3+D4+D5+D6+D7+D8+D9+SINP+COSP','RobustOpts','on','Exclude'

, outlWIND_INSTALL); 

%WIND_OUTPUT 

lm4WIND_OUTPUT = fitlm(tbl4, 

'WIND_OUTPUT~D1+D2+D3+D4+D5+D6+D7+D8+D9+SINP+COSP','RobustOpts','on'); 

outlWIND_OUTPUT1 = find(lm4WIND_OUTPUT.Residuals.Raw > 10000); 

outlWIND_OUTPUT2 = find(lm4WIND_OUTPUT.Residuals.Raw < -10000); 

outlWIND_OUTPUT = [outlWIND_OUTPUT1;outlWIND_OUTPUT2]; 

lm5WIND_OUTPUT = fitlm(tbl4, 

'WIND_OUTPUT~D1+D2+D3+D4+D5+D6+D7+D8+D9+SINP+COSP','RobustOpts','on','Exclude', 

outlWIND_OUTPUT); 

lm5WIND_OUTPUT 

tbl = anova(lm5WIND_OUTPUT) 

figure(1) 

plotDiagnostics(lm5WIND_OUTPUT) 

figure(2) 

plotDiagnostics(lm5WIND_OUTPUT,'cookd') 

figure(3) 

plotResiduals(lm5WIND_OUTPUT) 

figure(4) 

plotResiduals(lm5WIND_OUTPUT,'probability') 

figure(5) 

plotResiduals(lm5WIND_OUTPUT,'fitted') 

figure(6) 

plotEffects(lm5WIND_OUTPUT) 
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